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INVITE STUDENTS
TO MARCH IN PARADE
Speakelrs at Convocation Want
Tech Men to March With
Suffragists.
The suffragist convocation was well
attended ,by the students. Two ladies spoeke about Woman Suffrage in
general and the parade in particular,
and the enthusiasm of the men was
shown by a vigorous
"Regular
M. I. T." at the end of the meeting.
Maurice Paris, '14, introduced the
speakers. He described Mrs. L. J.
·Johnson, who spoke first, as the wife
of a Harvard professor, and hence,
according to the new agreement, of
.a Tech professor also. Mrs. Johnson
told of the need of the women's
votes. She said that the principal
·arguments advanced against suffrage
are the same as those formerly employed against the higher education

With the weather man predicting
fine, clear weather for today, the dual
meet with Holy Cross this afternoon
at 2.30 at the Field promises to be
a contest worthy to be remembered
as the last to be held at the Old

Tennis Team Plays First Match
of Year This Afternoon.

Today, as a Grand Finale to the
M. I. T. Holy Cross Meet, there will
be a secret Mess Meeting at the corner of Arlington and Beacon streets
preceeding the Grand Suffragist PeeTaid down the latter. The final firecracker which will set the affair in
motion will be touched off at 4.30
sharp. This will give everyone ample
time to be on hand. Delegates from
Wellesley, Simmons and Tech will all
be sandwiched in one battalion and
it is rumored that Harvard will march
in the rear. Veterans of the M. I. T.
Cadet Corps will -be expected to officer the feminine suffragettes, and
the Technique Band will probably be
present to make "HiplHip" unnecessary. "Safety First" and "Tech is
Ready" will Ibe the slogans of the
demonstration.

Will Be Taught by Prof. H. J.
Hughes of Harvard
University.

Big Student Cheering Section---Records Likely To Be
Lowered---Result In Doubt.

TECH VS. HOLY CROSS

BIG PARADE

HIGHWAY ENGINEERING A COURSE I OPTION

TECH MEETS HOLY CROSS
TODAY AT TECH FIELD

(Continued on Page 4.)

This afternoon at 2.30 the Technology Tennis team will hold its first
tournament of the year. The matches will be played at Jarvis Field,
Cambridge. The entries from Holy
Cross are not available but they will
probably send a strong team against
Technology. The men who will represent Technology have been playing a high class of tennis and will
give a good account of themselves
this afternoon. There will be six
matches run off, two of doubles and
four of singles.
The following men will represent
Technology: In the doubles, R. A.
Warren and E. G. Polley, E. R. Goodwin and H. R. Stewart; in the singles, E. R. Goodwin, H. R. Stewart,
H. V. Fay and R. A. Warren.

PRICE TWO CENTS

A. B. CURTIS, '15

A new option in Highway Engineering is to be offered by the Department of Civil and Sanitary Engial closely contested races. Captain neering which will be under the genGuething and Lee of Holy Cross will eral supervision of Professor Charles
put up a great struggle in the quar- M. Spofford,
head of that departter. Lee in the quarter is a strong, ment, while the instruction will be
powerful runner and is expected to given by Professor H. J. Hughes,
finish with a rush as he did last who comes
from Harvard.
The option is related to two kinds
of co-operation that are today very
much in the public eye. The new
work is within one of the departments affected by the recent agreements between Tech and harvard
and it also falls within those lines
of working together to which Governor Walsh has recently called attention, whereby the special work or
experience of Technology is to be
put where it will be of substantial
aid to city or commonwealth.
The work will recognize a number
of matters, one of them being that
I much of the money put into roads
I has been spent inefficiently. This
is due largely-politics, of course, being set out of the question-to lack
of knowledge. There is need of reT. H. HUFF, '15
search all along the line. This need
applies to the materials of the pavement, and to the construction and
management of vehicles, and there
are indeterminate items of great consequence, like the kick of the tire
or the suction of the tire, both of
which factors are new and important
where the life of the road surface
is considered.

I

C. E. FOX, '14
Three men who will place for Tech Today
Field. In the past Technology has year at the New England Intercoltriumphed over Brown, Dartmouth, legiates at the Stadium when he
Williams, Wesleyan and W. P. I. at nosed out Guething for third place.
the Field, but the meet today prom- The result of this race will be taken
ises to rival all of them in keenness by the New England colleges as
of competition, excellence of 'per- a
good indication
of the outformance and display of enthusiasm. come
of
the
quarter
at
the
The presence of several stars on the Stadium on May 23d next. In the
Holy Cross team combined with half mile another close race is looka well-balanced aggregation in all ed for. Higgins of Holy Cross finevents, will leave the result in doubt ished a close second to Taber last
until the very end. From present year at the New Englands and, as
indications a large percentage of the he is in fine form from relay runstudent body will be present, and ning, he should run close to 1:58 for
from the notices given of the meet the distance. Higgins is the man
by Boston papers there will be a whom everyone expects to be the
large attendance of outside track New England champion this year in
this event. C. T. Guething will run
fans.
Competition promises to be keen in in this event, however, and from
all events and the result of the meet
will hinge on the outcome of sever(Continued on Page 4.)

COSMOPOLITAN CLUB

The Nominating Committee of the
Cosmopolitan Club wishes to state
that Stewart Keith has withdrawn his
name as a candidate for Treasurer
of the club. No more nominations
have been received for National
Chairmen. As the nominations close
at five o'clock next Monday it is
necessary that names should be
handed in immediately. The dinner
and election will be held in the
Union on May 9th.

WEATHER
For Boston and Vicinity:
Fair,
continued cool today; moderate to
fresh northwest winds.

CALENDAR

Saturday, May 2, 1914.
2.30-Holy Cross vs. Tech Track
Meet. Field.
2.30-Holy Cross vs. Tech Tennis.
Jarvis Field, Cambridge.
Monday, May 4, 1914.
5.00-Cosmopolitan Club Nominations Close.

BIG TRACK MEET THIS AFTERNOON
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The annual joint banquet of the
Architectural and Architectural Engineering Societies will be held on
Friday evening, May 8th, at the Copley Square Hotel.
The
principal
speakers will be Ralph Adams Cram,
Supervising Architect of Princeton
University and Past President of the
Boston Society of Architects; and
George Fillmore Swain, '77, Professor of Civil Engineering in the Graduate School of Harvard University.
Mr. Cram is also a Fellow of the
American Institute of Architects and
Professor Swain was formerly the
head of Course I at Technology.
A competition has been opened to
members of the two societies for a
design for the menu cards. The winner will receive a free ticket to the
banquet.

WELLESLEY SHOW

In response to several inquiries in
the Tech Show performance
at Wellesley on March 23d for the
IN CHARGE OF THIS ISSUE.
benefit of the building fund of
Wellesley college the manager has
Editors: B. N. Stimets, '16; W. F.
announced that approximately $450
Johnson, '17.
was cleared by the performance. The
Assistants: 0. R. Freeman, '15; J.
total receipts amounted to about $600
F. Maguire, '16; P. Y. Loo, '16; A. W.
and the expenses lovu dollars.
Joslin, '17.
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The Red Head Club at Illinois has
received the official sanction of the
Council of Administration and is now
an established "activity" at the University. The object of this society
is "to promote
good fellowship
among the red heads at Illinois. The
membership is limited to Juniors and
Seniors. They are expected to pledge
several Sophomores before the close
of the school year. The pledge ribbon is a brilliant red." The club has
petitioned the national organization
of Red Heads, Phi Lambda Rho, for
a charter.

Entered as second-class matter, Sept.
15, 1911, at the postoffice at Boston,
Mass., under the' act of Congress of
March 3, 1879.

R. J.
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DON'T forget the address
We make a special effort to win the
esteem of Tech men.

ITALIAN
Restaurant

TABLE d'Hote
DINNER 5 to 8.30
A LA CARTE
STRICTLY ITALIAN CUISINE
CREWS PRACTICE DAILY Italian Wines
Music
BOYLSTCN PLACE
Freshmen and Sophomore First
Near Colonlal Theatre

COPLEY SQUARE PHARMACY
E. G. BOSSOM,
Huntington Ave.

Prop.
Boston

RICHARDS SCHOOL OF DANCING

30 Huntington Avenue,
Yesterday's
communication
has
Huntington Chambers
aroused a storm of protest frommemGet ready in time for
bers of the Institute Committee, two
Junior Prom at Richards
Crews Are Unchanged.
of whom have replied in this issue.
Private and class lessons
BOSTON, MASS.
Four crews, two representing the telephone Oxlord 2942
Telephone B. B. 6060
We printed the criticism, not because Sophomores and two the Freshmen,
I
C LsL-·
I L
·
all its statements would hold water, held practice yesterday on the river, I
but because the effect of the whole and each rowed a distance of four
seemed to be salutary. Its lack of con- miles. Competition for places in the
structiveness we admit, but not there- boats is very close and positions in
fore that it is without value. The first crews are still in doubt. All of
writer, while he exaggerates the de- the classes, with exception of the
Sefects, points out serious faults of the niors, have elected captains for their
Institute Committee in the undue in- crews.
I
fluence exerted by one or two inThe first Sophomore crew yesterdividuals, and its off-hand way of se- day was as follows: MacRae, bow;
lecting the 1918 class officers. The Bousquet, two; Fuller, three; Berkolack of a reasonable number of nom- witz, stroke; Lucas, coxswain. The
inations was in fact pointed out by first Freshman crew remained in the
Harvard Square, Cambridge
the president at the meeting.
same order as yesterday.
Brown,
We agree heartily with the "Visi- Gaus and Makepeace were tried out
My Spring and Summer importations are now complete
tor's" deprecation of the establish- in the second Sophomore crew and
and I invite your early inspection.
ment of precedents. While the Soph- the second Freshman boat
was comomore track, football and tug-of-war posed of Bertelson, Althouse, Beaver,
SPECIAL NOTICE TO TECH STUDENTS
managers would in practically every Clayton and Demond.
case be suitable for the same offices
I am offering a 0o% disco.unt on all orders placed dunrng
in the incoming class, we do not
the
season.
CATHOLIC
CLUB
think all other candidates should be
Catholic Club ballots may be obThis will enable you to receive a good suit at a very low
excluded. The writer's sweeping con- tained at the Cage. All ballots must
price. Every Tech. man should take advantage of the above.
demnation of the Institute Commit- be handed in there before 5 on Wedtee applies perhaps to this particu- nesday, May 6th. Announcement of
PRICES $35.00 up.
lar meeting, but the institution in the election will be made at the bangeneral is universally admitted to be quet at the Hotel Thorndike WednesL. PINKOS, Tailoe.
an unqualified success.
I day, May 6th, at 6.30.

L. PINKOS
College Tailor

[1338 Washington Street
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MOVIES ILLUSTRATING
AUTO CONSTRUCTION
Mr. R. F. Coburn Will Take the
Maxwell Car from Ore to
Finished Product.
The manufacture of the automobile
from the ore to the. finished product
will be described with moving pictures before the Mechanical Engineering Society Tuesday afternoon at
4 o'clock, in Huntington Hall. Mr.
Ralph Franklin Coburn will give the
lecture and the particular car he will
describe is the Maxwell.
Mr. Coburn is now making a tour
of this part of the country and the
Society feels that they are extremely fortuniate in being able to get
hin.m o give them a little of his time.
All the processes in the manufacture
of this car and the methods involved
will be explained and illustrated. NoL
the least interesting will be the description of the trying out of tihe
motors, which often times becomes a
very hazardous undertaking. The talk
is expected to last about one holur
and a half and all those who are
interested are invited to attend. An
excellent idea of modern engineering
practice and up-to-date auto construction can be obtained.

COMMUNICATION

I

THE TECH, BOSTON, MASS., SATURDAY, MAY 2, 1914.

_

The anonymous writer of the communication in yesterday's issue of
THE TECH seems to have paid as
little attention to the business of the
Institute Committee as he accuses
the Committee of doing. In spite of
the obvious injustice of the attack
and in spite of the fact that many
might consider the whole matter too
"picayuneish" to, reply to it seems
to me that it is well to place the
matter before the student body from
the point of view of one who took an
active interest in the meeting.
In the first place the question was
brought up in meeting as to whether
the temporary officers should be given point system ratings. If "Visitor"
had been wideawake he would have
heard the chairman's reply that no
points would be given for these offices. In view of this, the statement
that "a man who already holds an
office which according to the point
system when correctly applied did
not entitle him to hold another office was elected to a high position"
is surely uncalled for. An attack (remember these attacks which are on
individuals as well as on the whole
committee are anonymous)
which
was made on the same man, C. W.
Loomis, states that he advanced "as
reason for non-election in the case
of another man the fact that hle held
a position, with even fewer points
than held in his own case."
This
is not the fact. Two men were up
for temporary treasurer, one recommended by tne present treasurer and
'holding no important office in activities. Mr. Loomis advanced as an
argument in favor of this man that
he held no positions in activities that
would keep him busy while the other
nominee held a position that required
work throughout both terms. The
question of points was not brought
up.
I will agree with the writer that

___

II_

there were not enough nominations
n)Te and this seemed to be due to
the fact that instead of regular members there were several substitutes
present. This question of non-attendance should be remedied.
As to the deplorable tendency to
establish precedents, this tendency
was only evidenced in one case, that
of the election of temporary officers,
and was indeed a most excellent one.
It was suggested that since it has
been the custom for so many years
to have the Junior president take
charge of the first Freshman meeting
and instruct the new men in the
ways of conducting themselves on
Field Day, etc., it would be a good
plan to continue this a little further,
giving him the authority as their
temporary leader. The duties of the
temporary president last only four or
five weeks, are really only advisory
and it seems logical that a man who
has served as president of his class
one year would be just the man to fill
the place. Again it was suggested
that the men who had been managers of their class teams might be
the best to be the temporary managers of the respective teams. This,
however, did not meet with the approval of the Committee except in
the case of the football manager. It
was thought tiat it would be a good
plan to elect the past football manager since by the first of May it
would be late to get games for the
next fall. Work must be started on
making out a football schedule in the
early spring at the latest and so the
election of the past manager was considered a good precedent to set.
Are these precedents dangerous, or
is the tendency to establish thenl deplorable? I think not. At any rate
they are established and I hope that
they will be continued.
The Institute Committee is a fine
thing, not only in theory but in practice. It has accomplislled many great
things in the past and will continue
to do so. It is a body unique in the
field of student governing boards, for
it has absolute power (which it
wields most wisely and effectively)
and is looked upon with respect by
almost every undergraduate and by
every loyal Technology man. The
excellent condition of student activities at the Institute is due to the
Committee and the system here is
being
copied by other colleges
throughlout the country. I feel, and
I think I know the conditions, that
there is no single body that does
more to better undergraduate and social conditions, to stimulate interest
in activities and to make us all better Technology men, than does the
Institute Committee.
Yours sincerely,
ALDEN H. WAITT.
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BIG throw in the tobacco
world that has opened
the eyes of pipe smokers.
Velvet-the selected middle
leaf tobacco--two years of
warehouse aging-exchanging
harshness for mildness-maturing

-mellowing. The development
of the good flavor and the smoothncss, minus the ingredient that

"bites!" It takes all of two years
to do it! Are you ready for it?
At all dealers-"Velvet. "
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The New No. 5 Printype Oliver Typewriter makes an ideal machine for students'
use. It is a marvel of simplicity, durability
and ease of operation. Printype your notes
and they will be twice as valuable to you.
Easy terms if desired.

The Oliver Typewriter Company
Phone Main 192

146 Congress Street

Special Camera Sale STANDISH
-91·

-

·
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OUR OPPORTUNITY COME EARLY

5.00 Brownie 21/4x3l/4 now 3.75
7.00 Brownie 2'/ 2 x4l/ 4 now 4.50
10.00 Kodak 21/x3l/4 now 7.50
12.00 Kodak 21/4X4l/4
now 9.00
1
15.00 Kodak 2½2x4
/4 now 11.00
17.00 Kodak 3lx51/ now 13.00
MUSICAL CLUB'S BANQUET 25.00 Kodak 31/4 x5l/22 now 18.75
6.00 Vest Pocket Kodak
5
The Musical Club's Banquet that
1%
x2Y2 now 4.50
was to be held tonight has been 15.00 Vest Pocket Kodak
1%xX2/ 2 , special lens, now 11.00
postponed to next Wednesday, the
5.00 Premoette, Jr., 2l/4x3/ 4 ,
sixth.
now 3.50
i10.00 Premoette, Jr., 2l,/x44, special
lens, now 7.00
FOR SALE

E. F. MAHADY CO.
Nominal price, - large. Rochester
Camera-compact carrying bag and genOptical and Photographic Supplies
eral outfit.
671 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON.
For details apply at
Opposite Public Library
THE TECH OFFICE.

COLLAR

Smartly expresses the best
in collar styles. 2 for 25c.
Cluett Peabody & Co., hic.
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TRACK MEET

I

The Original

(Continued from Page 1.)

TECH BARBER SHOP
3

form displayed at the Spring Meet
585 Boylston Street
and at Bowdoin should do close toI
Copley Square
2 filat. Thompson is the dark horse
of this r'ace.
His win at Bowdoin
Bootblack
Second Floor
shows his ability at the distance and,
__-~s-C~-YR~-.?Lwhen pushed by Higgins and Guething, he may upset calculations by
The one best fountain pen for you-ASK YOUR IEALER WVHY?
winning himself. At all events this FOR SALE AT ALL COLLEGE BOOKSTORES
AND DEALERS. Descriptive circulars ad pricelistmailej
on reques*
will be one of the best races of the
Everv Moore Non-Leakable Fountain Pen carris with it fAemoat unconditional guarantee
day.
AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO., Manufacturer,
ADAMS, GUSHING 8 FOSTER. Selllng Agents
168 Devonshire Street, Boston. Mass.
The result of both hurdles is very
much in doubt. Huff was ruled a faSUFFRAGE PARADE
COMMUNICATION
vorite over Grady in the 120-yard
(Continued from Page 1.)
high hurdles up to the first of this
To the Editor of The Tech:
week, when a slight illness rendered
It was surprising to me that you
his chances less promising. Huff de- of women. At present there are few obScarf slide space
were willing to publish in your issue
feated Grady in a trial heat at the jections to the education of women,
and lock front°
of yesterday the communication reCoast Artillery Meet during the win- and it is found that though there
garding the Institute Committee.
ter, only to lose out in the finals by are many colleges for girls, the woThough cleverly written, the article
reason of tripping over a hurdle. men have not Ibeen made masculine, represented
a very peculiar point of
O/deos 8rand P
i-?Amerna'
These two men, with Braun of Dart- nor have they lost their feminine view and was decidedly unjustified.
UNITED SHIRT & COLLAR CO. TROY Nf.Y.
mouth, look like the three best hur- charm. It has been shown that woDuring the past year many underdlers in the New England colleges. men are intellectually capable, and graduates, not officially
connected
Huff's closest competitor in the low it is now time to give them the bal- with
the Institute Committee, have
hurdles will be Mooney of Holy lot. Mrs. Johnson believes that woattended the meetings of that body
Cross, but if Huff's recent illness has men have gradually risen from the and have taken an active and helpful
not slowed him up too much, he position of low esteem in which they part in the discussions.
One would
were formerly, and that giving them
should win in good time.
TECH BOWLING HEADQUARTERS
have expected that the man who
The mile and two-mile are not the vote is merely the next step in signs himself "A Visitor" might
Opposite the Union
have Established 1898
likely to be strenuously contested by advance.
acted in a similar manner. EvidentWomen uphold the details of moral
Holy Cross, but with the track in
Two minutes' walk from all Tech
ly he preferred to take no useful part Buildings.
Unexcelled facilities; the
excellent condition, due to yester- life more than men. They are con- in the meeting, but
rather to reserve most fastidious Bowler can enjoy this
day's good weather, Benson and cerned with the rearing of children, his remarks,
which are entirely of a fascinating and healthful pastime.
Cook should make very good times. and have a vital interest in laws that destructive
Alleys reserved and screened for
nature, to be printed in
affect
the
children, as well as in many
private parties.
In fact Cook is expected by everyone
the form of a communication.
'
Come in and enjoy a little fun and
to break the Technology record at la;ws whackL affect themselves, but
The article might have been ig- exercise between periods.
the two-mile, as he came within three they are not given any voice in the nored as the writing of one who has
If women
seconds of the record at Bowdoin making of those laws.
a chronic desire to publish communiwhile running against a strong wind were given the vote they would be
cations were it not for one statement
and with very little competition to able to have a voice in things that which I
take the liberty of quoting:
are of importance to them. They
push him.
78 Huntington Ave.
"Their meetings are both interestare
tired
of
working
by
indirect
methPrincipal interest in the field
The most attractive cafe in the Back Bay
iing
and
instructive
and
it
might
be
events will center in the shot-put, in ods, for what they want, and think possible
Section
that with greater interest
which Leslie is expected to come they deserve the power of direct acThe Best of Everything
in the Institute Committee the men
very close to breaking the new rec- tion.
The speaker showed a map illustrat- when voting for the men on that com- Splendid Service
ord which he set up at Bowdoin last
Reasonable Prices
ing
the progress of woman suffrage, mittee would be sure that they were
Saturday. Brawley is Holy Cross'
choosing men who had the -interest
Our
special
40c
and 50c lunchbest man, but it is doubtful if he can which was quite a surprise to many of the class as a whole at heart
and
do over 39 ft., whereas Leslie's rec- of the audience, on account of the did not merely consider the question
eons are very popular
ord is 42 ft., 1 in. Lawrason will number of western states where wo- of their own personal advancement Music evenings and Sunday afternoons
She also gave figures
be pushed to the limit to defeat men vote.
or the interests of an association of
Grady of Holy Cross in the pole- showing the nuniber of voters in Mas- which they happened
to be a mem- STUDENTS'
CAST-OFF
CLOTHING
vault. The latter has done 11 ft., sachusetts, for which she computed ber."
and other personal effects bought by
that
the
suffragists
have
to
win
over
which is higher than Lawrason has
This assertion, it seems to me, reKE EZER
done so far this season. Unless Holy about 230,000 -voters to win in .Masflects discredit upon no one except
360 Columbus Avenue
Cross springs a surprise in the sachusetts.
Near Dartmouth St.
In conclusion, she likened the part its author. It is not surprising that
broad-jump Fox, C. Reed and Morse
he did not sign his name to the
Highest prices paid for same
which
women
have
formerly
played
should finish one, two, three in this
communication, for men of his stamp Tremont 916 Phone., Write or Call
event, as they have all done over in progress to the cars of a railroad seldom
Open Everinrs to 9 o'clock
do. I hope "A Visitor" will
train,
which
are
pulled
along, but
20 ft. during the .past week. The
address
these
charges
directly
to
TECH UNION BARBER SHOP
other field events are an unknown do no pulling. Now women demand those whom he suspects
of "considerLocated at the
quantity as far as Holy Cross is con- that they play the part of locomo- ing their own
advancement,"
for
in
cerned and the lack of star men on tives equally with the men.
HOTEL
WESTMINSTER
that
case
he
is
certain
to
receive the
Mrs. George Gove of Washington,
Handy to the institute.
Up-to-date,
the Technology team in these events
treatment
which
he
so
justly
defashionable-hair
cutting by skillful barD.
C.,
was
the
next speaker. She
will make their outcome exceedingly
bers. The best hygienic and most perserves.
described the parade which was held
fectly ventilated shop in the Back Bay.
doubtful.
Hoping you will convince yourself by
ARTHUR C. DORRANCE,
giving us a trial we are,
Like the broad-jump, the sprints in ihat city a year ago, when the
Pres.
Institute
Committee.
Yours very truly.
will be most closely contested be- spectators made so much trouble for
THRE TEC. UNION BARBER SHOP
tween the Technology representa- the marchers.
SOPHOMORE BASEBALL
I
- -s
tives. Not since the days of Carl :
Gram have so many good sprinters that has been recorded by a TechnolThe game between the 1916 Baserepresented the Institute.
O'Hara ogy man since 1909.
ball team and Boston English High
should win the hundred in close to
Technology should win the meet, School, scheduled to be played yes10 seconds, followed by Wilson and but our team will know that they terday, was postponed until later in
Loomis, unless Captain Trowell of have been in a meet with a team of the season.
Holy Cross comes in for a place. In the first rank before they are
the 220 the order should be Loomis, through. The result of the meet will
TECH CALENDARS
O'Hara, Wilson, although Lee of be watched with interest all over
Tech calendars, containing pictures
Holy Cross is a good man in this New England, as the winner will be of President Maclaurin,
Athletic
event. However, he will already considered eligible for one of the Teams and of the proposed buildings
have run the quarter and should be first places in the New England In- across the river, are now for sale at
shut out from placing. Loomis has tercollegiates on May 23d at the Sta- the Cage at fifteen cents each. There
made the best time in this event dium.
I are only a few left.
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